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disruptive Low Carbon Innovations



Low carbon innovations are essential for 
avoiding dangerous climate change

Peters et al. 2012. Nature Climate Change

2oC

possible 
futures



McKinsey Global Institute. Energy = innovation: 10 disruptive technologies. Summer 2012.



New Scientist. Gamechangers: Energy. November 2016.



• historical energy transitions were strongly characterised
by novel (and better and cheaper) energy services

Historically, end-users (us) have driven 
innovation in the energy system

Fouquet, R. (2016). Lessons from energy history for climate policy: Technological change, demand and 
economic development. Energy Research & Social Science. 22: 79-93



• historical energy transitions were strongly characterised
by novel (and better and cheaper) energy services

• current (and required) low carbon transition lacks any 
concerted pull from end-users

• rather the transition is pushed by externalities
– so strong emphasis on policy
– and argument that future is discontinuous from history

But now, end-users (us) express only weak 
demand for a future low carbon transition



Can disruptive innovations help 
stimulate end-user demand
for a low carbon transition?





Disruptive innovation is a widely and over-used 
term … originally coined by Christensen
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Christensen, C. (1997). The Innovator’s Dilemma. Harvard Business Review Press: Cambridge, MA.

Sustaining innovations improve currently valued attributes

Disruptive innovations offer novel attributes, create new value

Disruptive innovations create new markets and 
change prevailing practices

“There is no reason for any 
individual to have a computer
in his home”
1977, Digital Equipment Corp.

power -
speed -

storage -

portability -
versatility -

codeability -



Sustaining innovations improve currently valued attributes

Disruptive innovations offer novel attributes, create new value

Disruptive innovations create new markets and 
change prevailing practices

Christensen, C. (1997). The Innovator’s Dilemma. Harvard Business Review Press: Cambridge, MA.



Disruption combines product (or service) 
innovations with business model innovations

technology ∆

business model ∆

new attributes

new value

disruptive 
innovation

users ∆

market response

user response

firms ∆





regulatory ∆

Disruptive innovation in management studies 
focuses on firms and business models
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regulatory ∆

Can disruptive innovation also mitigate climate 
change? (as a system outcome)

technology ∆

business model ∆

new attributes

new value

disruptive 
innovation

users ∆
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∆CO2
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Low C innovations              . . . . . ?

Disruptive innovations offer novel attributes, create new value

Where do disruptive innovations and low 
carbon innovations meet?



Sustaining low C innovations improve currently valued attributes

Disruptive low C innovations . . . ?

Many low carbon innovations compete against 
high carbon alternatives on a like-for-like basis



Potential disruption to modes of personal 
mobility offer alternatives to car ownership

ownership -
cost -

independence -

usage-based -
relational -

time-saving -

Disruptive low C innovations offer novel attributes, create new value

Sustaining low C innovations improve currently valued attributes



over-performance on attributes 
valued in mainstream market
(speed, features, efficiency)

disruptive? mainstream 

Tesla Sportscar EV
>$80,000

Neighbourhood EV
<< $10,000

different set of attributes
valued in under-served markets 

(teenagers, elderly, communities)

Christensen’s disruptive innovations are low 
end, providing services to under-served users



regulatory ∆

Disruption combines product (or service) 
innovations with business model innovations
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regulatory ∆

- priority access 
(roads or parking) 
- liability?

Disruptive low C innovation (1):
car sharing networks

technology ∆
- IT platform

- location
- usage

- dedicated parking

business model ∆
- pay-per-use
- fleet maintenance
- new vehicle tests
- marketing

new attributes
- usage-based
- no maintenance
- vehicle choice

new value
- membership + 
usage charges
- user feedback
- usage data

disruptive 
innovation

individuals ∆
- urban 
irregulars
- foregone 
ownership (?!)

firms ∆
- automakers
- communities
- workplaces

incumbents
- automakers
- salesrooms

market response

user response
∆CO2



regulatory ∆

- retail pricing
- grid access
- supply licences

Disruptive low C innovation (2):
distributed PV + storage

technology ∆
- distributed PV
- batteries
- digital control

business model ∆
- peak constraints
- foregone capacity
- wholesale < retail

new attributes
- autonomy
- control
- active, ‘doing’

new value
- ToU pricing
- capacity charge
- avoid retail costs

disruptive 
innovation

households ∆
- producers & 
traders
- utility & grid 
defections

firms ∆
- aggregators
-
intermediaries
- data analytics 
(inc., ESCOs)

incumbents
- utilities
- grid operators

market response

user response
∆CO2



personal
mobility

domestic
comfort

consumer 
products

end-use 
products or 
services 

sustaining
low carbon 
innovations

disruptive
low carbon 
innovations

ownership, cost, 
independence, status

usage-based, relational, 
time-saving

car 
clubs

telecommuting 
(VR?!)

car free 
communities

hybrid 
electric 
vehicles

valued attributes
(current mass market)

novel attributes
(new users)

improved 
engine 

efficiency

affordability, reliability, 
convenience, passive user

energy 
efficient 

renovations

grid-
integrated 

renewables

control, independence, 
automation, active user

smart 
homes

PV + storage 
+ DSR

net zero 
energy homes

cost, availability, 
ownership, status

environmental 
products (inc. organic, 
local, energy efficient)

reuse 
networks

usage-based, relational, 
choice variety

3d printing

peer-to-
peer



dLCIs = disruptive low carbon innovations

1. What dLCIs are out there?

1. What are the novel attributes of dLCIs?
– And do these attributes overlap?

1. Which users value the novel attributes of dLCIs?
– And do these users overlap?



MOBILITY DOMESTIC 
COMFORT

CONSUMER 
PRODUCTS

dLICI1

dLICI3

dLICI2

?

? attribute 1
attribute 2
attribute 3

? disruptiveness?
+5-5

participation 
time!!



low$C$innovation
car$clubs,$car$sharing
EVs$(+$grid$balancing)
autonomous$vehicles

e9bikes,$golf$carts
telecommuting

videoconferencing,$VR
car9free$communities
disappearing$traffic
sufficiency,$localism

fuel$efficient$ICEs,$HEVs
modal$shift$to$transit

active$modes$(cycle,$walk)

incumbent
car$ownership
ICEs
CVs
bikes,$scooters
commuting
teleconferencing
suburbia
road$infrastructure
mobility
conventional$ICEs
car$use
car$/$transit$use

What low C innovations may disrupt personal 
mobility? (car ownership & usage)
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pay$per$
use

service2
based relational control

auto2
nomy clean

multiple$
uses

time$
savingidentity healthy

active$
(doing)



What low C innovations may disrupt personal 
mobility? (car ownership & usage)
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